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Abstract
To address the problem of detecting the specific object of flame, this paper proposes
quaternion discrete cosine transform based video flame detection algorithm in
conjunction with the bottom-up visual attention mechanisms and the flame features.
According to the characteristics of the flame to be detected, the brightness, color, texture
and motion information of the image are respectively defined and extracted to form a
quaternion image, and then the flame saliency map is produced by Quaternion discrete
cosine Transform with this quaternion image. Extensive experimental results verify the
accuracy and robustness of the proposed method on flame detection.
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1. Introduction
Video processing techniques for automatic flame have become a hot topic in computer
vision during the last decade [1]. The different vision-based fire detectors, as proposed in
the literature, led to a large amount of techniques for detecting the presence of fire at an
early stage. Current researches, such as the work of [2]-[5], show that these video-based
fire detectors promise fast detection and can be a viable alternative or complement to the
more traditional techniques. However, due to changing environmental conditions and the
variability of shape, motion, transparency and colors, existing video fire detection (VFD)
approaches are still vulnerable to missed detections and false alarms.
The key of VFD is to have real-time detection on target region of fire danger in
complicated scene, while there is a huge difference between the flame region and nonflame region. The flame regions can be regarded as the visual salient region, when the
non-flame region is treated as the background region. However, the VFD methods seldom
adopted visual selective attention method. In [6], Stadler et. al investigate five different
pixel intensity flickering features to propose a novel flame detection algorithm. Yang and
Wang [7] have introduced a kind of new video monitoring model based on hierarchy
attention and salient integration framework of multi-source perceptive information, and
tried to improve the efficiency and initiative of fire monitoring system with salient feature
description and low redundant calculation. However, it has only explained the
structure of hierarchy attention without study on the realization technology.
In recent years, starting with the spectrum residual (SR) in 2007 [8], spectral saliency
models [9-12] attracted a lot of interest. These approaches manipulate the image's
frequency spectrum to highlight sparse salient regions and provide state-of-the-art
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performance on salient region detection (see [8-12]). Following SR, the Phase spectrum
of the Fourier Transform (PFT) [9] was introduced, which achieved nearly the same
performance as the SR. Based on PFT, Phase spectrum of Quaternion Fourier Transform
(PQFT) [10] was also proposed by combining more features and using the quaternion
Fourier Transform. Schauerte et. al [11] put forward a novel face detection algorithm
based on the quaternion discrete cosine transform (QDCT). Subsequently, Schauerte et. al
[12] also proposed EigenPQFT by using the concepts of eigenaxes and eigenangles.
An interesting development in this area is the use of quaternion as a holistic
representation to process color images as a whole [10-12]. The quaternion algebra makes
it possible to process color images as a whole without the need to process the image
channels separately and, in consequence, tear apart the color information. Therefore,
inspired by [8-12], we first consider flame detection as a spectral saliency detection
problem based on quaternion. We found that, it can achieve the best flame detection
performance using QDCT, while compared to PQFT, EigenPQFT. Thus, a new flame
detection algorithm based on spectral saliency is proposed. In this model, intensity, color,
texture and motion features are comprised into a quaternion image as individual channel
for taking phase spectrum. The main steps of the proposed algorithm are shown in Figure
1.
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Figure 1. Main Steps of the Proposed Flame Detection Algorithm

2. The QDCT Model
The QDCT model can be divided into two stages: a quaternion representation of an
image; secondly, discrete cosine transform of quaternion is used to deal with this
quaternion image, and the spatiotemporal saliency map is obtained.
2.1. Quaternion Representation of an Image
A quaternion has four components (one real part and three imaginary parts) and can be
represented in a hypercomplex form as [13]：
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q  x1  x2  i  x3  j  x4  k
where x1 , x2 , x3 , x4  R , and i, j, k

i 2  j 2  k 2  1 ,

(1)

obey the following multiplication rules:

i  j   j i  k ,

j  k  k  j  i ,

k  i  i  k  j .This

demonstrates that the multiplication of quaternions is not commutative.
The conjugate and modulus of a quaternion q follow the definitions for complex
numbers.
2.2. The Quaternion Discrete Cosine Transform (QDCT)
According to the definition of quaternion, the multiplication of quaternion is not
commutative. Thus, the form of Forward Quaternion Discrete Cosine Transform
(FQDCT) and Inverse Quaternion Discrete Cosine Transform (IQDCT) have two
categories, left-handed form and right-handed form [13]. In this paper, we will use the
L

L

left-handed FQDCT and IQDCT as default QDCT and IQDCT, respectively to
demonstrate the process of saliency detection.
M 1 N 1

FQDCT L ( p, q)   pM  sN  uq I q (m, n) N ( p, s, m, n)

(2)

m0 n 0

where I q (m, n) is a two-dimensional M×N quaternion matrix. uq is a pure
quaternion named a quaternionzation factor which meets the constraint that uq 2  1 .
Similar to the traditional DCT, the values of  pM ,  sN and N ( p, q, m, n) are taken as
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Accordingly, the IQDCTL is defined as follows:

IQDCT L (m, n) 

M 1 N 1


p 0 q 0

M
p

 sN uqCq ( p, s ) N ( p, s, m, n)

(5)

where Cq ( p, s) is a two-dimensional M × N quaternion matrix. Besides u q ,  pM ,

 sN and

N ( p, s, m, n) are the same as those used in the FQDCT.

3. The Fire Detection Method Based on QDCT Model
To detect the specific object of fire, the flame characteristics should be taken into
account to represent the quaternion image. The intensity, color, texture, motion are the
main characteristics of the flame, thus we consider the information of these four channels.
3.1. The Information of the Four Channels
(1)The information of intensity and color channel
In the RGB color space of fire regions, the value of red channel r (t ) is generally the
maximum, while the value of blue channel b(t ) is minimum. Thus, the red channel
compete with the green channel. The information of color channel can be represented as
the difference between the pixels value of the red and green channel in the current frame:
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C (t )  r (t )  b(t )
The feature maps of intensity and color are shown as Figure 1.
(2)The information of texture channel
Firstly, the flame regions are extracted by the following two rules [4]:

Ri , j  Rt

(6)

(7)

S i , j  (S t (255  Ri , j )) / Rt
where Sij

(8)
i {1,2,..., n}, j {1,2,..., m}
and Rij represents the saturation and the R component of the ijth pixel

S

Rt

denotes the threshold of the R component, while t is the threshold
R  115 ,135  S t  55,65 
of the saturation, t
，
, the size of the image is n  m .

respectively.

(a) the key frame of flame video

(b) the candidate flame regions

Figure 2. The Extracted Candidate Flame Regions
Then, we compute the texture feature by using the Local Ternary Patterns (LTP) [14], a
generalization of the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [15] local texture descriptor that is more
discriminant and less sensitive to noise in uniform regions. In LTP, graylevels in a zone of
width t around ic are quantized to zero, ones above this are quantized to +1 and ones
below it to -1, i.e. the indicator s(u) is replaced by a 3-valued function:

1, u  g c  t

s(u , ic , t )  0,
u  gc  t
1, u  g  t
c


(9)

where t is a user-specified threshold. The computational formula of LTP encoding is
equation (10).
P 1

LTPP.R ( xc , yc )   3i S (u )

(10)

i 0

where P denotes the total number of neighbor pixels, R represents the radius of the
neighborhood.
Due to the high dimension of the flame samples, we reduce dimension using PCA in
order to improve the efficiency. To this end, the 328 flame regions of 243 images are
trained, the LTP characteristic matrix A with the size of 105  328 is obtained, then
A is reduced dimension by PCA to acquire the characteristic matrix B with the size of
N  328 ( N =4), the average eigenvector U is obtained by taking the mean value by
row on B . The principal elements can be computed through the contribution rate of the
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eigenvalues 1  2  ...  n , ( n  105) of the matrix A . The contribution rate of each
eigenvalue is defined as:
n

Ci  i /   j ,  i  1, 2,..., n 

(11)

j 1

The sum of the contribution rates of the first mm  n  eigenvalues is:
m

n

i 1

j 1

SC m   i /   j

(12)

SC m denotes the ratio of the information of compression image and the original

image. In the image compression and restoration process, the original image can be
generally greater than 80% used to restore, which automatically determine the number of
the principal elements.
Then the distance d between the LTP eigenvectors of all candidate flame regions V1
， V2 ，…， Vn and the average eigenvectors V is computed, and finally the reciprocal
of d is taken to obtain the texture feature map of all the candidate flame regions. Figure
3 shows the corresponding texture feature maps.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a) the key frame of flame video; (b)the corresponding flame texture feature map; (c) the
key frame of flame video; (d)the corresponding flame texture feature map.
Figure 3. The Flame Texture Feature Map
(3)The information of motion channel
The motion saliency of flame is indicated by the accumulated difference. In order to
obtain the superior flame motion region detection result, the appropriate cumulative
number of frames should be selected. Considering the flames flicker frequency, frame rate
and the running time, we choose adjacent 10 frames of the video to carry out the

f

accumulated difference operation. Suppose the t th frame of the flame video t be the
current frame, f t 1 ， f t  2 ，…， f t 9 is the former 9 frames, respectively. The steps are
as follows:
Step1: Extracting the candidate flame regions f ca ,t ，…， f ca,t 9 in f t 1 ， f t  2 ，…
， f t 9 according to the equations (7), (8);
Step2: Calculating the absolute value of the difference between two adjacent frames
frame f di,t 1 ，…， f di,t 9 , where f di,t 1  f ca,t - f ca,t -1 ;
Step3: Obtaining all the candidate flame regions f ac,t of f t after calculating the
cumulative difference, f ac,t 

t 1

f

j t 9

di , j

;

Step4: Extracting all the candidate flame regions ca,1 ，…， c a ,n in f ac,t ;
Step5: Computing the mean values of the n flame candidate regions respectively,





n

 a  / n ;


denoted by a1 ，…, a n , and computing the total mean value a  
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Step6: Selecting the candidate flame regions which satisfy a condition of
ai  a, (i  {1,2,..., n}) to eliminate the background area with sudden luminance change
or the color of the fires. These regions are denoted by ai , j , (i {1,2,..., n}, j  1,2,..., m) ,
respectively.
Step7: To avoid the influence of the sudden luminance change, supposing the number
of pixels in the jth candidate flame region to be N . The number of times which the
luminance change of these N pixels between the two adjacent frames is greater than
twice of the mean value a• are represented by p1 , p 2 ,..., p N , respectively. Then,
selecting the pixels which satisfy the condition of p k  1, ( k  {1,2,..., N }) , the number
of these pixels is supposed to be M . Thus, these pixels are represented by

M

pk ,l , (k {1,2,..., N}, l  1,2,..., M ) , then Computing the average Th    p k ,l  / M ,
 l 1

(k  {1,2,..., N}) .
As the dynamic characteristic value of the connected domain, Th is assigned to the
value of all these pixels in the same connected domain. In this way, the final motion
feature map is obtained, as shown in Figure 1.
3.2. The Quaternion Flame Image
The information of motion channel and texture channel is more important for the fire
detection compared to the other channels, thus they should be given greater weight. It has
been found through experiment that the optimum weights of M (t ) 、 C (t ) 、 I (t ) 、

T (t ) are chosen
q (t ) 

1 1 1 1
、 、 、 . As thus, the quaternion images is defined as:
3 6 6 3

1
1
1
1
M (t )  C (t ) 1  I (t )  2  T (t ) 3
3
6
6
3

(13)

4. The Experimental Results and Analysis
In our work, computer simulations are conducted in Matlab on an Intel Core i5
processor running at 2.30 GHz with 8 GB real memory. The proposed fire detection
algorithm has been tests on different fire detection bench mark videos (http://signal.ee.
bilkent.edu.tr/ VisiFire/index.html) and non-flame video test sets (from the internet) with
the resolution of 320  240. The following tests 6 video clips, among them there are 4 fire
scenarios and 2 complex interference scenarios. The 6 video clips were numbered from a
to f, as listed in Table 1.
Table 1. The Details of Testing Video Clips
Video
No.
a
b
c
d
e
f
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Scene descriptions
Fire burns fiercely; cars with strong lights on the far motor road; the grass is close to the
flame in color; the wall is in white, which is close to the color of flame core; people add
fuels several times.
The floor and wall are close to the flame in color; people strolled in the monitor scene;
sun light is strong.
Fire burns fiercely in the pan against a wall; the wall color is close to that of flame;
flame sways obviously under windy weather; Sun light is weak.
Forest fire
Road scene in the night; passing cars and street lamps with weak light reflection.
Road scene in the night; passing cars street lamps with strong light reflection.
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The fire detection algorithm was compared with the two algorithms developed by Celik
[3] , Chen [4] and Rong [5] using on the 6 video clips. Figure 4 presents the detection
results and the corresponding saliency maps of 6 different fire scenes. The fire regions
have been successfully marked by red rectangles although against the background of
various interference sources, such as red lawn, walking man, moving car lights and the
ground reflection. Table 2 compares the fire detection results using the proposed
algorithm and the three algorithms by Celik [3], Chen [4] and Rong [5] for the 6 testing
videos. From Table 2, it can be seen that the fire detection rate of the proposed algorithm
is higher than the other three algorithms.
Table 2. Fire Detection Rates for Different Algorithms in 6 Scenes
Video No.
Video frames
Fire frames
Celik detection frames
Chen detection frames
Rong detection frames
Our detection frames
Celik detection rate(%)
Chen detection rate(%)
Rong detection rate(%)
Our detection rate(%)

Copyright © 2016 SERSC

a
400
400
233
362
366
386
58.3%
90.5%
91.7%
96.5%

b
707
707
579
661
558
671
81.9%
93.5%
78.9%
94.9%

c
438
438
329
429
400
423
75.1%
97.9%
91.3%
96.6%

d
244
244
228
234
241
244
93.4%
95.9%
98.8%
100%

e
43
0
24
33
13
5
44.2%
23.3%
68.2%
88.4%

f
35
0
19
29
11
3
45.7%
17.1%
68.6%
91.4%
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Figure 4. The Test Images In 6 Scenes and Their Corresponding Saliency
Maps

5. Conclusions
In this study, a new fire detection algorithm via the spectral saliency in terms of color,
intensity, texture and motion characteristics for fire video clips has been developed and
successfully validated in different fire scenes. In the future, more studies are needed to
eliminate the non-fire objects which resemble the color, texture, flicker of the fires.
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